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World War I
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Links to Standards: These links will take you to a web page
CCSS ELA
CCSS Math
CCSS History/SS
Next Gen Science
Fine Arts
PE/Health
Computer Science/Technology
Foreign Languages

Stage 1-Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
Copy and paste them here:

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.9-10.1
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary
sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.9-10.9
Compare and contrast treatments of the same topic in several primary and
secondary sources.
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Understanding(s):
Students will understand that . . .
* Economic consequences of the dismantling of
Germany
* Consequences of the disarmament of
Germany
* US, UK, France, and Russia had ulterior and
separate motives for the treaties.
* the treaties led to the rise of the totalitarian
state.

Essential Question(s):
How did the peace treaties ending the
war lead to future conflicts?

Other Notes:

Stage 2-Acceptable Evidence
Performance Task(s)
How do the students prove they understand the
concept(s)?
What are the tasks?

Other Evidence and Formative
Assessment works:

* Role play the peace talks at Versailles * Presentation
* Research
* Writing

Rubric: Create a rubric at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
Copy the url to the created rubric and paste it here:

rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php?screen=showrubric&rubric_id=2365193
Stage 3- Learning Plan
Learning Activities:
Type your lesson plan here:
1) Students will meet first within their own delegations. They must establish in writing their demands from the other groups and they must write what
they are willing to give up as a nation. They can write a rough draft called a "proposal" using a chart of "concessions and "demands" on each side of
the page.
2) Students will then meet in the hall of Mirrors. Each nation will present its demands and concessions. The teacher will summarize these on the
board or over head.
3) Then distribute or display the sample treaty and have the delegations fill in blanks decided upon by the teacher. For each blank, have the
delegations vote on the topic.
4) Have students sign the treaty according to national delegations.
5) If time remains, debate the treaty in a mock senate and have a student delegation from the Senate vote on the treaty. Discuss how history would
have been different if such a treaty had been approved by the Senate.
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Adapted from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe-Understanding by Design

Lesson Contributors: Please type your names and your district’s name:
ROE In-service Day GroupSocial Science 102B
Directions: Save this pdf and email it to trossman@roe35.org
Or pwasilewski@roe35.org
Thank you for sharing!

